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Abstract.  Enhancements of drift-loss cone fluxes in the inner radiation belt have been 15 

observed to coincide with the geographic location of the powerful VLF transmitter NWC. In 16 

this paper we expand upon the earlier study to examine the occurrence frequency of drift-loss 17 

cone enhancements observed above transmitters, the intensity of the flux enhancements, and to 18 

demonstrate the linkage to transmitter operation. Our study has confirmed the strong 19 

dependence that these enhancements have upon nighttime ionospheric conditions. No 20 

enhancements were observed during daytime periods, consistent with the increased ionospheric 21 
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absorption. We have also confirmed the persistent occurrence of the wisp features east of the 22 

NWC transmitter. The enhancements are initially observed within a few degrees west of NWC, 23 

and are present in 95% of the nighttime orbital data east of the transmitter for time periods 24 

when the transmitter is broadcasting. No enhancements are observed when NWC is not 25 

broadcasting. This provides conclusive evidence of the linkage between these drift-loss cone 26 

electron flux enhancements and transmissions from NWC. When contrasted with periods when 27 

NWC is non-operational, there are typically ~430 times more 100-260 keV resonant electrons 28 

present in the drift-loss cone across L=1.67-1.9 due to NWC transmissions. There are almost no 29 

wisp-like enhancements produced by the transmitter NPM, despite its low-latitude location and 30 

relatively high output power. The lack of any wisp enhancement for L<1.6 suggests that non-31 

ducted propagation is an inefficient mechanism for scattering electrons, which explains the 32 

lower cutoff in L of the NWC-generated wisps and the lack of NPM-generated wisps.  33 

1.  Introduction  34 

  The behavior of high energy electrons trapped in the Earth's Van Allen radiation belts has been 35 

extensively studied, through both experimental and theoretical techniques. During quiet times, 36 

energetic radiation belt electrons are distributed into two belts divided by the "electron slot" at 37 

L~2.5, near which there is relatively low energetic electron flux. In the more than four decades 38 

since the discovery of the belts [Van Allen et al., 1958; Van Allen, 1997], it has proven difficult 39 

to confirm the principal source and loss mechanisms that control radiation belt particles [Walt, 40 

1996]. It is well known that large scale injections of energetic particles into the outer radiation 41 

belts are associated with geomagnetic storms which can result in a 105-fold increase in the total 42 

trapped electron population [Li and Temerin, 2001]. In some cases the relativistic electron fluxes 43 

present in the radiation belts may increase by more than two orders of magnitude [Reeves et al., 44 
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2003]. In most cases, however, these injections do not penetrate into the inner radiation belt. 45 

Only in the biggest storms, for example November 2003, does the slot region fill and the inner 46 

belt gain a new population of energetic electrons [e.g., Baker et al., 2004]. 47 

  Even before the discovery of the radiation belts, high altitude nuclear explosions (HANEs) were 48 

studied as a source for injecting electrons in the geomagnetic field. This was confirmed by the 49 

satellite Explorer IV in 1958, when three nuclear explosions conducted under Operation Argus 50 

took place in the South Atlantic, producing belts of trapped electrons from the β-decay of the 51 

fission fragments. The trapped particles remained stable for several weeks near L=2, and did not 52 

drift in L or broaden appreciably [Hess, 1968]. Following on from Operation Argus, both the US 53 

and USSR conducted a small number of HANEs, all of which produced artificial belts of trapped 54 

energetic electrons in the Earth's radiation belts. One of the most studied was the US "Starfish 55 

Prime" HANE, a 1.4 Megaton detonation occurring at 400 km above Johnston Island in the 56 

central Pacific Ocean on 9 July 1962. Again an artificial belt of trapped energetic electrons was 57 

injected, although over a wide range of L-shells from about L=1.25 out to perhaps L=3 [Hess, 58 

1968]. The detonation also caused artificial aurora observed as far away as New Zealand, and an 59 

electromagnetic pulse which shut down communications and electrical supply in Hawaii, 60 

1300 km away [Dupont, 2004].  61 

  The artificial belts produced by this Starfish Prime HANE allowed some understanding of the 62 

loss of energetic electrons from the radiation belts, as demonstrated by the comparison of 63 

calculated decay rates with the observed loss of injected electrons (Figure 7.3 of Walt [1994]). 64 

Collisions with atmospheric constituents are the dominant loss process for energetic electrons 65 

(>100 keV) only in the inner-most parts of the radiation belts (L<1.3) [Walt, 1996]. For higher L-66 

shells, radiation belt particle lifetimes are typically many orders of magnitude shorter than those 67 

predicted due to atmospheric collisions alone, such that other loss processes are clearly 68 
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dominant. For example, one important loss process is driven by whistler mode waves, including 69 

plasmaspheric hiss, lightning-generated whistlers, and manmade transmissions [Abel and 70 

Thorne, 1998, 1999; Rodger et al., 2003].  71 

  It has been recognized that HANEs would shorten the operational lifetime of Low Earth 72 

Orbiting satellites [U.S. Congress, 2001; Steer, 2002], principally due to the population of 73 

HANE-injected >1 MeV trapped electrons. It has been suggested that even a "small" HANE 74 

(~10-20 kilotons) occurring at altitudes of 125-300 km would raise peak radiation fluxes in the 75 

inner radiation belt by 3-4 orders of magnitude, and lead to the loss of 90% of all low-earth-orbit 76 

satellites within a month [Dupont, 2004]. In the event of a HANE, or an unusually intense 77 

natural injection, this large population of valuable satellites would be threatened. Due to the 78 

lifetime of the injected electrons, the manned space programme would need to be placed on hold 79 

for a year or more. However, recent theoretical calculations have led to the rather surprising 80 

conclusion that wave-particle interactions caused by manmade very low frequency (VLF) 81 

transmissions may dominate non-storm time losses in the inner radiation belts [Abel and Thorne, 82 

1998; 1999]. This finding has sparked considerable interest, suggesting practical human control 83 

of the radiation belts [Inan et al., 2003] to protect Earth-orbiting systems from natural and 84 

manmade injections of high energy electrons [Rodger et al., 2006]. This manmade control of the 85 

Van Allen belts has been termed "Radiation Belt Remediation" (RBR).  86 

  Satellite observations of quasi-trapped ~100 keV electrons in the drift-loss cone have reported 87 

"spikes" or enhancements in the flux population associated with the geomagnetic locations of 88 

VLF transmitters [see Datlowe and Imhof, 1990; and Datlowe, 2006; and references therein]. 89 

Enhancements of drift-loss cone electron fluxes are expected eastwards of the transmitter 90 

location, with cyclotron resonance taking place on field lines near the ground based VLF 91 

transmitter, followed by the eastward drift of electrons towards the South Atlantic Anomaly. 92 
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Transmitters located under a nighttime ionosphere are likely to be more effective, due to the 93 

lower ionospheric absorption of the upgoing transmitter waves. Proposed RBR systems have not 94 

focused upon ground-based VLF transmitters, but they can serve as a test-bed for examining the 95 

effectiveness of man-made control systems, and increasing our understanding of the wave-96 

particle interactions which are likely to underpin an operational RBR system. 97 

  Very recently, observations by the DEMETER microsatellite near the powerful VLF 98 

transmitter NWC have shown that this transmitter causes electron and ion heating in the 99 

ionosphere at 700 km, affecting a ~500,000 km2 region [Parrot et al., 2007]. These authors also 100 

presented DEMETER-measured increases in energetic electrons in the range 91-527 keV, 101 

attributed to NWC. Following on from this study, a further examination of DEMETER wave 102 

and particle data considered the significance of NWC upon electrons in the inner radiation belt, 103 

showing that enhancements in the ~100-600 keV drift-loss cone electron fluxes at low L values 104 

are linked to NWC operation and to ionospheric absorption [Sauvaud et al., 2008]. The 105 

enhancements, termed 'wisps', are only detected eastward of the transmitter location, as 106 

expected from the electron drift motion, and at energies that are consistent with first order 107 

equatorial cyclotron resonance between the NWC transmissions and electrons interacting in the 108 

vicinity of the magnetic equatorial plane. These authors conclude that the NWC transmitter is 109 

extremely well positioned to have a potential influence upon inner radiation belt >100 keV 110 

electrons.  111 

  Some previous authors have argued that non-ducted propagation will play an important role in 112 

electron precipitation driven by ground-based VLF transmitters [Inan et al., 2007], as non field-113 

aligned propagation allows high-order resonances hence driving the loss of higher energy 114 

particles. It is generally accepted that there is no significant ducting below L=1.6 as the 115 

plasmaspheric electron density increases which cause ducting are not sufficient below this 116 
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point. Recently, Clilverd et al. [2008] concluded that the transmissions from a VLF trasnmiter 117 

located in Hawaii were wholly non-ducted as they propagated through the inner plasmasphere. 118 

However, the same study found that the conjugate wave power from NWC stretched from 119 

L=1.4 to L=2.2, arguing that the dominant propagation mechanism for L=1.4 to L=1.6 is non-120 

ducted, while ducted propagation dominates for L>1.6.  121 

  In this paper we expand upon the earlier Sauvaud et al. [2008] letter to provide additional 122 

details as to the effect of transmissions from NWC on inner radiation belt electrons. 123 

Specifically we examine the occurrence frequency of drift loss cone enhancements observed 124 

above transmitters, the intensity of the flux enhancements, and clearly demonstrate the linkage 125 

to transmitter operation. In addition, we consider the relative effectiveness of ducted and non-126 

ducted propagation on pitch angle scattering of inner radiation belt electrons. 127 

2.  Instrumentation  128 

  DEMETER is the first of the Myriade series of microsatellites, and was placed in a circular 129 

Sun-synchronous polar orbit at an altitude of 710 km at the end of June 2004. Data are 130 

available at invariant latitudes <65º, providing observations around two local times (~10:30 LT 131 

and 22:30 LT). The IDP particle instrument carried onboard DEMETER looks perpendicularly 132 

to the orbital plane of the satellite, and thus detects fluxes of ~90° pitch angle electrons inside, 133 

or just outside, the drift loss cone. This instrument is unusual in that it has very high energy 134 

resolution; in normal "survey" mode the instrument measures electron fluxes with energies 135 

from 70 keV to 2.34 MeV, using 128 energy channels every 4 seconds [Sauvaud et al., 2006]. 136 

Energy resolution depends on the operational mode of the satellite, being either 17.8 keV in 137 

"survey" mode or 8.9 keV in "burst" mode. All burst mode data we consider in our study were 138 

downsampled to survey mode resolution in this study for homogeneity. The same spacecraft 139 
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also carries the ICE instrument, which provides continuous measurements of the power 140 

spectrum of one electric field component in the VLF band [Berthelier et al., 2006]. Here we 141 

make use of both survey and burst mode data of the electric field spectra recorded up to 142 

20 kHz, with a frequency channel resolution of 19.25 Hz. 143 

  In addition, we also make use of narrow-band subionospheric VLF data received at Dunedin, 144 

New Zealand (45.9ºS, 170.5ºE) by an OmniPAL receiver, part of the Antarctic-Arctic 145 

Radiation-belt Dynamic Deposition VLF Atmospheric Research Konsortia (AARDDVARK). 146 

More information on AARDDVARK can be found at the website: 147 

http://www.physics.otago.ac.nz/space/AARDDVARK_homepage.htm.  148 

  The powerful US Navy transmitter with call sign "NWC" (19.8 kHz, 1 MW radiated power, 149 

North West Cape, Australia, L=1.45) is extremely well positioned to have a potential influence 150 

upon >100 keV electrons in the inner radiation belt; most other powerful VLF transmitters are 151 

located at much higher L-shells, leading to resonances with <10 keV electrons. The lefthand 152 

panel of Figure 1 shows the average spectral power received by DEMETER's ICE instrument in 153 

a ~195 Hz band centered on 19.8 kHz, for nighttime orbits occurring from 12 August - 26 154 

September 2005. Throughout our study, DEMETER satellite locations are specified in 155 

geographic coordinates which have been traced down the magnetic field line to an altitude of 156 

100 km using the IGRF-2000 model, epoch 2005. The figure suppresses data coverage near the 157 

geomagnetic equator as the results of the field tracing becoming incorrect at very low latitudes. 158 

The location of NWC is shown by a green diamond, and the subionospheric great circle path 159 

from NWC to Dunedin is also marked. In the DEMETER data, NWC produces high power 160 

levels in both the source and conjugate hemispheres, although the conjugate location is shifted 161 

polewards as discussed by Clilverd et al. [2008] due to non-ducted propagation through the 162 

plasmasphere. The right-hand panel of Figure 1 shows the average spectral power received 163 
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from NWC for daytime orbits during the same time period. As can be seen in Figure 1 164 

DEMETER also clearly observes NWC transmissions during the day in the same time period, 165 

but at power levels which are typically ~1200 times (i.e. ~31 dB) lower due to increased 166 

ionospheric absorption. This is reasonably consistent with the ~37 dB difference between the 167 

estimated daytime and nighttime ionospheric absorption for a 20 kHz signal [Helliwell, Fig 3-168 

35, 1965]. For short-lived electromagnetic wave events, like whistlers, the pitch angle 169 

scattering efficiency is proportional to whistler-mode wave field amplitude rather than power 170 

[e.g. Chang and Inan, 1983]. However, in the case of a long-lasting electromagnetic wave field 171 

produced from a continuously operating VLF transmitter, particles bounce (and interact with 172 

the waves) many times while crossing the illuminated region, and while each individual pitch 173 

angle change is proportional to field amplitude, there is a random phase so the cumulative 174 

effect is roughly diffusive. In this case the scattering "efficiency" should scale linearly with 175 

power, suggesting that the transmissions from NWC should be ~1200 times more effective at 176 

scattering energetic electrons towards the loss cone during local nighttime.  177 

  Subionospheric signals from NWC received at Dunedin are >40 dB above the noise floor, 178 

allowing us to use these observations to confirm NWC on and off periods. Figure 2 shows the 179 

UT typical variation in NWC transmissions received in Dunedin, in this case shown in the form 180 

of 1-minute average amplitudes measured from 21-28 August 2005. The typical diurnal 181 

amplitude variation spans 15-16 dB, with smoothly varying amplitudes during the period where 182 

the lower edge of the ionosphere is illuminated by the Sun, and higher amplitudes during the 183 

night. During the daytime period of 22 August the transmitter did not broadcast for ~7 hours, 184 

and the amplitude drops by ~50 dB down to the noise floor. This is the weekly maintenance 185 

period for this transmitter and reflects the pattern of operation of US Navy transmitters during 186 

normal operations, i.e., near-constant broadcasting (roughly 95% of the time).   187 
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3.  Drift-loss cone observations  188 

  Particle measurements by the IDP instrument were examined for DEMETER orbits in the 189 

time period 12 August-26 September 2005 when the spacecraft passed within ±25º longitude of 190 

NWC's location. While our time period included significant geomagnetic storms [e.g., Rodger 191 

et al., 2007a] IDP-observations indicate that these storms did not produce significant radiation 192 

belt electron flux enhancements at L<2. For clarity, only observations taken when DEMETER 193 

was located in NWC's hemisphere (i.e., the southern hemisphere) were considered. Under these 194 

constraints there were 173 half-orbits examined, of which 84 were for nighttime conditions, 195 

that is, when the ionosphere is not illuminated by the Sun. A significant number of the orbits 196 

contain enhancements of drift-loss cone electron fluxes with a characteristic pattern; throughout 197 

this study we will term such enhancements "wisps", following Sauvaud et al. [2008]. A set of 198 

four typical wisps are shown in Figure 3, presenting the IDP instrument-measured differential 199 

electron fluxes in units of electrons cm-2s-1str-1keV-1 during these events. The four panels 200 

present wisps on 27 August 2005 (starting at 13:59 UT, 14.2 min long, 24º east of NWC), 3 201 

September 2005 (13:15 UT, 13.9 min, 22º east), 4 September 2005 (13:59 UT, 14.0 min, 12º 202 

east), and 20 September 2005 (~3:59 UT, 14.1 min, 12º east). The wisp features are very clear 203 

in these passes; for example, on 27 August 2005 the wisp is the feature which starts at L≈1.6 204 

and ~350 keV, and decreases in energy with increasing L, as expected from cyclotron 205 

resonance [e.g., Chang and Inan, 1983]. The enhanced electron flux seen in all panels for L>2 206 

is a consistent feature associated with the energy-structure of the radiation belts. Both the 207 

features of our wisps and the energy structure in the inner radiation belt are essentially the same 208 

as those shown in Figure 1 of Datlowe [2006], where the single "wisp" shown was attributed to 209 

field-aligned, first order, cyclotron resonance with transmissions from NWC.  210 
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  Table 1 summarizes our observations of wisps comparing occurrence rates to the west and 211 

east of NWC, and also separated into nighttime and daytime orbits. The first value given in 212 

each cell of the table is the number of half-orbits examined, while the second value gives the 213 

number of those half-orbits which have been observed to contain wisps. Clearly, the vast 214 

majority of wisps are observed in the orbits which are within 25º east of NWC. Additionally, 215 

wisps are observed only during nighttime half-orbits, almost certainly due to the much lower 216 

ionospheric absorption of NWC transmissions through the nighttime ionosphere. Of the three 217 

eastern nighttime half orbits for which no wisp was observed, NWC was not transmitting for 218 

one of these times, although was transmitting for the other two times. Thus for nighttime 219 

conditions, DEMETER observations show that when broadcasting NWC creates "down stream" 220 

drift-loss enhancements of >100 keV electrons ~95% of the time, but is unable to produce a 221 

significant effect under a daytime ionosphere. These enhancements will drift around the Earth 222 

to the South Atlantic Anomaly, where they will precipitate into the atmosphere. A small 223 

number of wisps were observed during nighttime orbits occurring west of NWC (~22% of the 224 

time), with all but one of these wisps occurring within 6° longitude of the transmitter. Although 225 

less common this is consistent with an NWC-driven scattering mechanism, as the longitudinal 226 

extent of the NWC transmissions is significant, as shown in Figure 1. VLF transmitters located 227 

westward of NWC, for example in Europe are unlikely to be the source of those wisps observed 228 

slightly to the west of NWC's location. European transmitters are located conjugate to the 229 

eastern edge of the South Atlantic Anomaly, and hence any electrons under-going pitch angle 230 

scattering from these transmitters are likely to be driven into the local bounce loss cone and lost 231 

immediately into the conjugate atmosphere. In addition, Figure 2 of Sauvaud et al. [2008] 232 

shows no significant enhancement in the 200 keV fluxes to the west of NWC's location, and an 233 
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enhancement which stretches from NWC's approximate location eastwards to the South 234 

Atlantic Anomaly.  235 

4.  Wisp Event Link to NWC operation  236 

  During the 12 August-26 September 2005 study period selected, NWC generally operated in 237 

its normal mode of near-continuous broadcast punctuated by regular ~7 hour maintenance 238 

periods (Figure 2). In general, it is very rare for NWC to be non-operational during local 239 

nighttime. However, subionospheric measurements of NWC received at Dunedin show that 240 

NWC was not transmitting throughout the period from ~22:00 UT on 13 June 2005 through to 241 

06:18 UT on 28 June 2005 (Figure 4). Over this time period, there were 8 nightime DEMETER 242 

half-orbits within 25º longitude eastwards of NWC. None of these orbits showed wisps in the 243 

drift-loss cone fluxes. The circles marked in Figure 4 indicate the times of DEMETER 244 

nighttime orbits east of NWC, while crossed circles show orbits in which wisps were observed. 245 

Wisps were seen immediately before, and after, the NWC off time period, when NWC was 246 

transmitting normally. These observations provide conclusive evidence of the linkage between 247 

wisps and transmissions from NWC.  248 

  As an additional test, we examine the long term observations of inner radiation belt electrons 249 

in 2007. From 1 July 2007 through to about 22 January 2008, NWC did not transmit. Figure 5 250 

shows a world map of the combined >100 keV electron counts from the 90º electron telescopes 251 

on the NOAA-15,-16,-17, and -18 POES spacecraft for the time period 1 August to 31 252 

December 2007. The latitude and longitude shown is the geographic position of the sub-253 

satellite point. In order to increase the sensitivity of our test, we combine all the 16 s electron 254 

integral flux observations provided by NOAA's National Geophysical Data Center, by 255 

summing the observations for all times in that period from all the satellites, with 1 degree 256 
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resolution. The 90º electron telescope of the Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector 257 

(MEPED) instrument detects trapped and quasi-trapped electrons in the inner radiation belt. 258 

This can be seen from the top panel of Figure 4, where the inner belt fluxes increase 259 

considerably from ~75ºE eastwards to ~250ºE. This panel shows the expected structure of the 260 

radiation belts, with the inner and outer belts separated by the slot region, and the South 261 

Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly. NWC operated normally in the first part of 2007. The lower panel 262 

of Figure 5 shows the ratio between the period 1 Jan-31 May 2007, when NWC was 263 

broadcasting normally and the period 1 Jul- 31 Dec 2007 (upper panel) when NWC was off. 264 

The POES-observed >100 keV electron fluxes increase by ~5-7 times from the longitude of 265 

NWC through to the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly, due to the operation of NWC. This 266 

difference is more significant than the variation in slot region fluxes, likely to be due to 267 

seasonal variations in plasmaspheric hiss occurrence and plasmaspheric densities. 268 

  We have also examined the MEPED >100 keV 0º electron telescope observations. At NWC-269 

latitudes this should be measuring electrons in the bounce loss cone. However, we do not see 270 

any indication of enhanced bounce loss cone fluxes around NWC. This is likely to be due to the 271 

sensitivity of the instrument, as the expected distribution of whistler-generated electron 272 

precipitation [Rodger et al., 2007b] is also not present in this data, which is likely to be more 273 

intense in some regions than the NWC-driven losses into the bounce loss cone. 274 

5.  Relative electron flux enhancements in wisp events  275 

  In order to examine the magnitude of wisp events they are compared to the electron flux 276 

observed by DEMETER across the same L-shell range on 29 August 2005 from 14:36-277 

14:49 UT. NWC was not transmitting in this time period, and this is one of the 3 nighttime 278 

orbits east of NWC for which no wisp was present. We use these fluxes to provide an 279 
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indication of the undisturbed electron drift-loss electron fluxes, and thus to determine the 280 

significance of NWC-driven scattering. An example of this is shown in Figure 6, where the 281 

relative flux enhancements are presented for the 4 wisp events shown in Figure 3. In the L-shell 282 

range below L=2, there is generally agreement between the electron densities measured outside 283 

the wisp features and the "non-disturbed" fluxes from 29 August 2005. Above L=2 there can be 284 

differences of several orders of magnitude, due to variations in the fluxes in the electron slot 285 

region. The 4 panels of Figure 6 are representative of wisp events observed. Typically, the wisp 286 

flux values in a single event are approximately at a constant multiplicative value above the 287 

background quasi-trapped electron fluxes in the drift-loss cone. This implies that the efficiency 288 

of the pitch-angle scattering mechanism which produces wisps is linear in both energy and L-289 

range. Table 2 provides a summary of the typical L-shell, energy range, and enhancement 290 

factor for the 46 wisps observed in the August-September 2005 period. Typically, the wisps 291 

extend from L=1.67-1.9, although the upper L-cutoff is likely to be limited by the lower energy 292 

threshold for the IDP instrument. Wisp events can have a fairly varied upper energy, ranging 293 

from ~120-410 keV, and also a wide range of enhancement factors, with the peak flux 294 

enhancement ranging from ~1.2 times to 2200 times the reference spectrum with a (geometric) 295 

mean enhancement factor of ~430. Thus, there are typically ~430 times more 100-260 keV 296 

resonant electrons present in the drift-loss due to NWC transmissions compared with periods 297 

when NWC is non-operational. 298 

  After the 13-28 June 2005 NWC off time period, one might expect the wisp enhancements to 299 

be larger, due to a buildup in fluxes during the off time. No such difference is observed in the 300 

wisp flux levels once NWC resumes operation, although it is questionable if such an increase 301 

would be detectable when compared with the large variation in wisp enhancements during 302 

constant NWC operation. In addition, it should be noted that the first wisp observation after the 303 
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transmitter’s non-operational period occurs at 13:27 UT on 29 Jun 2005, ~31 hours after the 304 

transmitter resumes operation. Compared to the electron drift period of~4-5 hours in this 305 

energy and L shell range (once around the Earth), it is more likely than any increase in wisp 306 

enhancements due to this effect will have been "flushed out" such that it is not discernable in 307 

this dataset by the time the craft has the opportunity to measure it. 308 

  The significance of the NWC loss cone enhancements have been estimated through 309 

comparison with the AE-5 Inner Zone Electron Model [Teague and Vette, 1972]. This model 310 

provides analytic functions for the unidirectional differential energy flux and is based on data 311 

collected during solar maximum conditions. The analytic functions in AE-5 describe quiet-day 312 

electron fluxes for 1.3≤L≤2.4 and are based on observations of electrons with E<690 keV. 313 

Transmissions from NWC typically scatter into the drift loss cone roughly 0.05% of the AE-5 314 

described electrons with resonant energy (i.e., E=168 keV at L=1.77) in a magnetic flux tube 315 

with 1 cm2 square cross section at 100 km. In contrast, a 0.5-10 kHz whistler will typically 316 

scatter 0.005% of the resonant electrons of a given energy into the bounce loss cone (following 317 

the approach of Rodger et al. [2003]). However, we note that this is not a like with like 318 

comparison, as the resonant energies for the whistler at L=1.77 span 330-2900 keV. 319 

6.  Comparison with cyclotron resonance calculations 320 

  Figure 7 shows the predicted variation with L of the first-order cyclotron resonant energy for 321 

energetic electrons resonant at the geomagnetic equator with 19.8 kHz waves (black), 322 

determined from the expressions in Chang and Inan [1983]. The resonant energy is strongly 323 

dependent upon the plasmaspheric electron density, shown in Figure 7 by the gray dotted line. 324 

The plasmaspheric electron densities used were interpolated using two sets of experimental 325 

observations from L=2.2 and L=1.4. The higher L-shell measurements come from the ISEE 1 326 
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satellite and whistler based mid-solar cycle results of Carpenter and Anderson [1992]. The 327 

lower L-shell measurements come from the Alouette-2 satellite results of Mahajan and Brace 328 

[1969] near L=1.4 (altitudes ~2500 km) for the period May 1966-March 1967. In Figure 7 the 329 

crosses show the median wisp values for L and energy from Table 2. Thus there is very good 330 

agreement between the calculations and a typical wisp, providing additional evidence that the 331 

wisps are generated by first-order cyclotron resonance with 19.8 kHz waves from NWC, with 332 

the interaction taking place at or near the geomagnetic equator. The lowest energy of the NWC-333 

generated wisps is close to the lowest energy channel observed by the IDP instrument, so that 334 

enhancements at higher L-shells will be below this energy floor. The lower L and upper energy 335 

limits are likely to be due to the propagation mode of NWC through the plasmasphere, as 336 

discussed in the following section. A similar high-quality fit between resonant energy 337 

calculations and a wisp event [Sauvaud et al., Fig. 3, 2008] was determined using a totally 338 

different plasmaspheric electron density model, indicating the robustness of these calculations.  339 

7.  Comparison with other VLF transmitters  340 

  Clearly NWC produces a very strong feature in the quasi-trapped electron fluxes for energies 341 

of a few hundred keV and in the L-shell range of ~1.67 to ~1.9, which is well predicted by first-342 

order cyclotron resonance. It is interesting to consider whether DEMETER can observe drift-343 

loss cone enhancements produced by other VLF transmitters. As noted above, VLF transmitters 344 

in Europe lie in the conjugate region to the eastern edge of the South Atlantic Anomaly, and 345 

hence will not lead to an enhancement in drift-loss cone electrons, as any electrons will be 346 

driven into the local bounce cone and lost immediately into the conjugate atmosphere. Should 347 

this be taking place, it would be challenging to detect in DEMETER observations. Similarly, 348 

the powerful US Navy transmitter, NAA, on the east coast of the United States is conjugate to 349 
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the western edge of the South Atlantic Anomaly. Assuming that the resonant energies will also 350 

be governed by first-order resonance, the L-shells of NAA and the majority of the European 351 

transmitters suggest their transmissions will be resonant with relatively low energy electrons 352 

(<100 keV), often below the lower-cutoff for DEMETER IDP observations. 353 

  One other possible transmitter candidate for producing significant detectable drift-loss 354 

enhancements (in addition to NWC) is the ~500 kW US Navy communications station with 355 

call-sign NPM broadcasting at 21.4 kHz from Hawaii (L=1.17). Observations from the 356 

DEMETER spacecraft in the hemisphere conjugate to NPM indicate the transmitted power 357 

spreads across L=1.2 to L=1.5 [Clilverd et al., 2008]. If the NPM transmissions interacted with 358 

inner radiation belt electrons through first-order resonance, the resonant energies would be 359 

high, for example 700 keV at L=1.4 and 450 keV at L=1.5. We examined DEMETER orbits 360 

from 12 August - 26 September 2005 which passed within 25º longitude east of NPM in the 361 

northern hemisphere. During this time NPM was largely broadcasting in the standard US Navy 362 

pattern of operation, and hence was operational near-continuously. The majority of the 37 NPM 363 

orbits occurring in daylight contained wisps occurring over the same L-shell and energy range 364 

as previously observed to be produced by NWC. At these times there was a nighttime 365 

ionosphere above NWC, and hence NWC wisp generation is expected, as NWC-generated 366 

wisps will drift to NPM's longitude in ~70 minutes or less, depending on energy. Conversely, 367 

when there was a nighttime ionosphere above NPM, NWC would be day lit, which removes the 368 

possibility of NWC-generated wisps. We examined 36 orbits eastwards of nighttime NPM. 369 

Thirty-five of them showed no detectable enhancement in the quasi-trapped electron fluxes 370 

(i.e., no wisps). The left panel of Figure 8 shows a typical orbit from this period on 19 August 371 

2005, starting at ~07:34 UT. Even though NPM radiates roughly half the output power of NWC 372 

and thus might be expected to produce an enhancement at least 200 times the background, no 373 
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wisp-features are present in this case. In the L-region from 1.2 to 1.5 where wisps might be 374 

expected due to non-ducted NPM transmissions, the quasi-trapped electron fluxes are ~10 375 

times higher than for the orbits east of NWC shown in Figure 3, due to the steady filling of the 376 

drift loss cone with eastward drift. Nonetheless, the NWC-generated wisps are still clear in the 377 

NPM daytime orbit data, and thus we would expect evidence for non-ducted NPM-generated 378 

wisps despite the higher background levels. Only one of the nighttime orbits east of NPM 379 

contains a wisp, occurring across the L-range 1.6 to 1.725 as shown in the right panel of Figure 380 

8. This single wisp event is consistent with ducted NPM propagation leading to an 381 

enhancement around 190 keV at L=1.7, as outlined below.  382 

  As noted above, transmitters at L<1.6 will propagate through the plasmasphere in a non-383 

ducted manner, while those beyond appear to be largely ducted [Clilverd et al., 2007]. This 384 

study indicated that NPM transmissions were largely non-ducted, and argued that the 385 

transmissions from NWC would be non-ducted from L=1.4 to L=1.6 and ducted up to L=2.2 386 

(the highest L-shell for which conjugate transmissions from NWC were observed). The 387 

resonance energies for NWC-generated wisps are consistent with solely first-order field-aligned 388 

resonance starting at L=1.6, i.e., consistent with ducted propagation starting at this L-shell. 389 

Non-ducted propagation leads to significantly higher resonance energies than first-order 390 

resonances for field aligned propagation. Datlowe and Imhoff [1990] found the resonance 391 

energy almost doubled as the angle changed from 0º (field aligned) to 70º. The lack of any wisp 392 

enhancement for L<1.6 suggests that non-ducted propagation is an inefficient mechanism for 393 

scattering electrons, which explains the lower cutoff in L of the NWC-generated wisps and the 394 

lack of NPM-generated wisps. Calculations of >100 keV electron precipitation from ground-395 

based transmitters based on non-ducted propagation through the magnetosphere predicts that 396 

the >100 keV flux due to NWC at L=1.7 should be only 25% higher than that due to 397 
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transmissions from NPM [Kulkarni et al., 2008]. This study also suggests that the peak in 398 

NWC-driven scattering of >100 keV electrons should lie at about L=2, which is outside the 399 

range of the wisp events observed in DEMETER, and inconsistent with the observations 400 

reported in the current study. In practice it is not clear in the DEMETER data that there is any 401 

non-ducted electron scattering from either transmitter, with the single NPM scattering event 402 

observed consistent with a ducted wave, despite the small differences expected from non-403 

ducted calculations. 404 

  While Figure 1 shows there is somewhat less power from NWC observed at DEMETER in the 405 

L=1.4-1.6 conjugate region when contrasted with L=1.6-1.8, our observed wisps start suddenly 406 

at L≈1.6 (where ducting starts). This implies that NWC is one of the few transmitters for which 407 

there will be regular scattering of >100 keV electrons which can be easily detected by satellites 408 

as they drift around the Earth. The Italian VLF transmitter (40.9°N, 9.8°E, L=1.45) should 409 

produce significant ducted signals, but due to its location near the anomaly these transmissions 410 

will scatter electrons directly into the local bounce loss cone. In contrast, the Indian transmitter 411 

(8.45°N, 77.75°E, very near the magnetic equator) and Japanese transmitter (32°N, 130.8°E, 412 

L=1.23) will be much like NPM, rarely coupling into ducts and thus not producing significant 413 

scattering due to their non-ducted propagation through the plasmasphere. The majority of the 414 

remaining VLF transmitters are at higher L, and hence the transmissions from these transmitters 415 

will resonant with lower-energy electrons. 416 

  If the NWC-generated wisps are produced solely by ducted propagation of NWC through the 417 

plasmasphere, it is reasonable to question if ducts are large enough to span from L=1.6 to at 418 

least L=1.91, and also whether ducts might be expected to be present at longitudes very close to 419 

NWC ~95% of the time. An effective method of testing this idea is to use data from a ground-420 

based experiment that monitors the signals produced by a large VLF transmitter similar to 421 
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NWC that have propagated through the plasmasphere as ducted whistler-mode waves. Well 422 

located, near-conjugate, observations of whistler mode signals from the powerful US Navy 423 

VLF transmitter in Cutler, Maine (NAA, 24.0 kHz) have been made in Antarctica almost 424 

continuously since 1986 [Clilverd et al., 1991; 2000]. For more than two solar cycles close to 425 

100 percent of nights have shown one hop whistler mode signals when the transmitter has been 426 

on. Recordings have been made such that multi-hop whistler modes could be observed, 427 

although to date none have been detected. This suggests that multi-hop whistler mode signals 428 

from VLF naval transmitters are very rare, which is consistent with the lack of wave 429 

amplification of NAA whistler mode signals reported by Clilverd and Horne (1996). Hence we 430 

conclude that the DEMETER-observed wisps are likely due to the interaction with primarily 431 

one-hop whistler mode transmitter signals.  432 

  Figure 9 shows a typical example of night time whistler-mode signals received at Rothera 433 

station, Antarctica, (67.5°S, 68.1°W, L=2.7) due to transmissions from NAA. This transmitter 434 

has a very similar output power to NWC. The plot shows the amplitude of received NAA 435 

whistler-mode signals arriving at Rothera as a function of group delay time. The group delays 436 

are indicative of night time ducted propagation between L=1.6 and L=2.6 as indicated by two 437 

horizontal dashed lines. Also shown on the plot are subionospheric mountain reflections, which 438 

have very low delay compared with the arrival time of the direct, subionospheric signal 439 

[Thomson, 1989], and software calibration signals of known amplitude. A similar plot for NPM 440 

has been presented by [Thomson, Fig. 4, 1987]. 441 

  The lower L-shell limit of the whistler mode signals at L=1.6 in Figure 9 is consistent with the 442 

ducted whistler-mode propagation seen in the previous figures of the current study, and the 443 

upper limit at L=2.6 is consistent with the half-gyrofrequency cutoff for inter-hemispheric 444 

ducted propagation [Clilverd et al., 2008]. From the data in Figure 9 we can see that although 445 
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individual ducts are present across many L-shells (group delays), there is a general spread of 446 

whistler mode power in the range 1.6<L<2.6, and of particular interest here, across L=1.67-1.9, 447 

which can explain the uniform L-shell spread of NWC-generated wisp flux enhancements 448 

observed by DEMETER. Long-term studies of NAA from the Antarctic Peninsula have also 449 

shown that ducts are observed at longitudes close to the transmitter almost every night of the 450 

year [Clilverd et al., 1993], which would be consistent with the 95% NWC wisp occurrence 451 

rate observed. It seems possible that the ionospheric heating produced by the VLF transmitter, 452 

as has been reported over NWC [Parrot et al., 2007], may itself lead to the production of ducts 453 

above the transmitter. This deserves further modeling. 454 

8.  Discussion  455 

  The US Air Force is to launch the Demonstrations and Science Experiment (DSX) mission in 456 

2009, which will include the Radiation Belt Remediation experiment with a 50 m antenna to 457 

"demonstrate the viability of VLF RBR techniques" [Winter et al., 2004]. The VLF payload of 458 

this mission is to include a transmitter to broadcast up to the kilowatt level in the range 1-459 

50 kHz. The power of the NWC transmissions received by DEMETER during the night at the 460 

transmitter’s latitude falls off as the longitudinal difference between the spacecraft and the 461 

transmitter increases, as expected. When contrasted with the signal powers calculated by the 462 

LWPC propagation model [Ferguson and Snyder, 1990] at the equivalent locations but below 463 

the nigh time ionosphere, we find the DEMETER observations are approximately 1000-times 464 

lower than those occurring below the ionosphere. In addition, the power of the DEMETER 465 

received nighttime NWC-transmissions is observed to vary by about 2 orders of magnitude at 466 

the same location but from orbit to orbit. This is likely to be the primary reason for the large 467 

variations in the mean enhancement factor observed in wisps. Thus it appears that absorption 468 
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decreases the power of NWC transmissions during the nighttime by 102-104 times. As such 469 

NWC is roughly equivalent to a ~0.1-10 kW space-based transmitter during night periods, and 470 

a ~0.1-10 W transmitter during the day. Clearly, the transmissions from NWC provide an 471 

additional and potentially useful route for testing RBR systems, while the RBR-instrument 472 

onboard DSX is likely to produce smaller enhancements in the drift loss cone fluxes than those 473 

due to the nighttime transmissions from NWC. 474 

  The mostly likely causes for the large variations in the wisp mean enhancement factor are 475 

variations in the power of the NWC reaching the geomagnetic equator, or variations in the 476 

inner radiation belt trapped electron population having pitch angles just above the loss cone. 477 

Considering the first possibility, as mentioned above there is a very significant variation in the 478 

power of NWC received at DEMETER during nighttime orbits, which should directly affect the 479 

rate at which particles are scattered into the loss cone. There is not a direct relationship between 480 

the DEMETER observed wisp enhancement and the DEMETER observed NWC power. 481 

However, the locations where DEMETER observes a wisp is normally considerably eastwards 482 

from the longitudes where the wave-particle interactions are taking place (i.e., very near to 483 

NWC). As such the DEMETER observations are not well suited to test this. In contrast, the 484 

DSX observations will be well suited for such a test. Considering the second possibility, the 485 

IDP DEMETER instrument measures electrons in the drift loss cone, and as such is not well 486 

suited for examining relationships between the wisp enhancement factor and trapped electron 487 

flux levels. While one might argue that there should be a relationship between the fluxes just 488 

inside and just outside the drift loss cone, we do not find any relationship between the wisp 489 

enhancement factors and DEMETER observed non-wisp drift loss cone fluxes (i.e. for energies 490 

just outside those of the wisp). In addition, it is likely that NWC will cause significant resonant 491 

scattering at pitch angles far from the loss cone, which will contribute to the long term loss rate. 492 
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This will alter the pitch angle distribution of the trapped electrons, and deserves further study. 493 

As another example of the effect of NWC on the inner radiation belts, we examined the 494 

>100 keV quasi-trapped electron fluxes (those in and near the drift loss cone) observations 495 

from the 4 POES spacecraft in the range L=1.6-1.8 varied by a factor of 20 during a 5 month 496 

period in which NWC did not operate. The variation was considerably higher outside this time 497 

period (peak variations of ~500 times). However, the August-September 2005 wisp 498 

enhancements do not track with the POES observed variations, and it is not clear that these 499 

parameters observed by the DEMETER and POES are linked.  500 

9.  Summary and Conclusions  501 

  Enhancements of drift-loss cone fluxes in the inner radiation belt have been observed to 502 

coincide with the geographic locations of the powerful VLF transmitter NWC. Sauvaud et al. 503 

[2008] demonstrated that enhancements in the ~100-600 keV drift-loss cone electron fluxes at 504 

low L values are linked to NWC operation and to ionospheric absorption producing 505 

enhancements, termed 'wisps', consistent with first order equatorial cyclotron resonance. While 506 

proposed Radiation Belt Remediation systems have not focused upon ground-based VLF 507 

transmitters, studies into how these transmitters interact with inner radiation belt electrons can 508 

serve as a test-bed for examining the effectiveness of man-made control systems, and 509 

increasing our understanding of the wave-particle interactions which are likely to underpin an 510 

operational RBR system. Sauvaud et al. concluded that the NWC transmitter is extremely well 511 

positioned to have a potential influence upon inner radiation belt >100 keV electrons. In this 512 

paper we have expanded upon the earlier study by examining the occurrence frequency of drift 513 

loss cone enhancements observed above transmitters, the intensity of the flux enhancements, 514 

and by demonstrating the linkage to transmitter operation.  515 
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  Our study has confirmed that these drift-loss-cone enhancements occur only at night. NWC 516 

signals received at the satellite during the day are at power levels which are typically ~1200 517 

times lower than at night due to the much higher ionospheric absorption, suggesting that 518 

nightime transmissions from NWC should be ~1200 times more effective at scattering 519 

electrons. No energetic electron enhancements were observed during daytime periods, 520 

consistent with the increased ionospheric absorption. We have also confirmed the persistent 521 

occurrence of the wisp features east of the transmitter NWC. The enhancements can be 522 

observed within a few degrees west of NWC, and are present in 95% of the nighttime orbital 523 

data east of the transmitter for time periods when the transmitter is broadcasting. No 524 

enhancements are observed when NWC is not broadcasting. This provides conclusive evidence 525 

of the linkage between drift-loss cone electron flux enhancements and transmissions from 526 

NWC. When contrasted with periods when NWC is non-operational, there are typically ~430 527 

times more 100-260 keV resonant electrons present in the drift-loss cone across L=1.67-1.9 due 528 

to NWC transmissions. Wisp events can have a fairly varied upper energy, ranging from 120-529 

410 keV, and also a wide range of enhancement factors, with the peak flux enhancement 530 

ranging from ~1.2 to 2200 times. The variation in the resonance energies with geomagnetic 531 

latitude has good agreement with that expected from first order equatorial cyclotron resonance 532 

with NWC signals that have propagated through the plasmasphere inside ducts. 533 

  There are almost no wisp-like enhancements produced by the transmitter NPM, despite its 534 

low-latitude location and relatively high output power. The lack of any wisp enhancement for 535 

L<1.6 suggests that non-ducted propagation is an inefficient mechanism for scattering 536 

electrons, which explains the lower cutoff in L of the NWC-generated wisps and the lack of 537 

NPM-generated wisps. The single example of an NPM-associated wisp is consistent with 538 
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transmissions from NPM coupling into a duct at L=1.7, with no significant scattering from the 539 

non-ducted component known to be propagating through L=1.2 to 1.5. 540 

  Finally, we consider the likelihood that ducts are both sufficiently large in L and frequently-541 

occurring enough that a ~95% occurrence rate from L=1.7-1.9 could be explained solely due to 542 

ducting. Previous studies of whistler-mode signals from the transmitter NAA, received in 543 

Rothera station, Antarctica, show that ducting occurs across the L range in which we observe 544 

NWC-driven enhancements, with an occurrence rate that is consistent with the 95% NWC wisp 545 

occurrence rate reported in this paper. 546 
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 671 

Figure Captions 672 

Figure 1.  Average power received by the ICE instrument on DEMETER at 19.8 kHz for night 673 

(left) and day (right) orbits. The locations shown are those found by tracing from the satellite 674 

down the field line to 100 km altitude. The subionospheric path from NWC to Dunedin is 675 

shown, as are L-shell contours. The dark diamond in the northern hemisphere indicates the 676 

conjugate location of the transmitter. [See the online version for the color version of this 677 

figure].  678 

Figure 2.  Typical UT variation in transmissions from the VLF station NWC, received at 679 

Dunedin, New Zealand 21-27 August 2005. Nighttimes correspond to the periods with higher 680 

amplitudes. This plot presents 1-minute average amplitudes demonstrating the near-constant 681 

operation of this transmitter. 682 

Figure 3.  Examples of typical drift-loss cone electron flux enhancements, termed wisps, seen 683 

from L=1.6-1.8 in the IDP observations during a DEMETER orbit. This shows four examples 684 

of the absolute flux measurements in units of electrons cm-2s-1str-1keV-1 during wisp events. 685 

[See the online version for the color version of this figure]. 686 

Figure 4.  Dunedin-received 1-minute average NWC amplitudes in June 2005 during a period 687 

in which NWC ceased transmitting for ~14 days. The circles indicate the times DEMETER 688 

nighttime orbits within 25º eastwards of NWC, while the crosses show orbits in which wisps 689 

were observed. 690 

Figure 5.  The effect of the NWC transmissions seen in the >100 keV electron observations 691 

from the POES spacecraft. The upper panel shows the sum of all the >100 keV electron counts 692 

from the MEPED 90 degree detector for the period 1 August -31 December 2007 when NWC 693 
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was not operating. The lower panel shows the ratio between the period 1 Jan-31 May 2007 and 694 

the upper panel. NWC was operating normally in the first half of 2007. [See the online version 695 

for the color version of this figure]. 696 

Figure 6.  Examples of the relative electron flux enhancements for the four wisp events shown 697 

in Figure 3. The wisp enhancements are show relative to a reference background spectrum 698 

when NWC was not transmitting and no wisp enhancement was present. [See the online 699 

version for the color version of this figure].  700 

Figure 7.  Variation with L of the first-order cyclotron resonant energy with waves of 19.8 kHz 701 

(black), and the plasmaspheric electron number density used in this calculation (dashed gray). 702 

The crosses mark the mean L and energy for typical wisps as described in Table 2.  703 

Figure 8.  Examples of DEMETER IDP observations east of the VLF transmitter NPM at 704 

night. The left panel shows the typical situation where no wisp is present. The right panel 705 

shows a rare observation of a wisp likely generated by ducted transmissions from NPM. [See 706 

the online version for the color version of this figure]. 707 

Figure 9.  Amplitude of received NAA whistler-mode signals arriving at Rothera (Antarctica) 708 

as a function of group delay time. The group delays which are typical of night time ducted 709 

propagation have L-values in the range L=1.6-2.6 (as shown by two horizontal dashed lines). 710 

Also shown on the plot are subionospheric mountain reflections, which have very little delay 711 

compared with the arrival time of the direct, subionospheric signal.  712 

 713 

 Day Night 

East (43) 0 (39) 36 

West (46) 0 (45) 10 

 714 
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Table 1.  Summary of wisp observations (1) 25º longitude west of NWC and (2) and 25º 715 

longitude east of NWC, observed during nighttime or daytime orbits. The first value given is 716 

the number of half-orbits examined, the second gives the number of those half-orbits containing 717 

wisps. 718 

 719 

 720 

 721 

 Lower 

L 

Mid L Upper 

L 

Lower E 

(keV) 

Mid E 

(keV) 

Upper E 

(keV) 

Flux 

Enhancement

Mean 1.67 1.77 1.90 103 168 262 429 

Median 1.67 1.78 1.91 93 159 257 175 

 722 

Table 2.  Summary of typical wisp properties for the 46 events observed in August-September 723 

2005. The Peak Flux Enhancement is the relative increase factor in the quasi-trapped electron 724 

fluxes. 725 

 726 

727 
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Figures 727 

 728 

Figure 1.  Average power received by the ICE instrument on DEMETER at 19.8 kHz for night 729 

(left) and day (right) orbits. The locations shown are those found by tracing from the satellite 730 

down the field line to 100 km altitude. The subionospheric path from NWC to Dunedin is 731 

shown, as are L-shell contours. The dark diamond in the northern hemisphere indicates the 732 

conjugate location of the transmitter. [See the online version for the color version of this 733 

figure].  734 

 735 

 736 

 737 
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 738 

Figure 2.  Typical UT variation in transmissions from the VLF station NWC, received at 739 

Dunedin, New Zealand 21-27 August 2005. Nighttimes correspond to the periods with higher 740 

amplitudes. This plot presents 1-minute average amplitudes demonstrating the near-constant 741 

operation of this transmitter. 742 

 743 

 744 
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 745 

Figure 3.  Examples of typical drift-loss cone electron flux enhancements, termed wisps, seen 746 

from L=1.6-1.8 in the IDP observations during a DEMETER orbit. This shows four examples 747 

of the absolute flux measurements in units of electrons cm-2s-1str-1keV-1 during wisp events. 748 

[See the online version for the color version of this figure]. 749 

 750 

 751 
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Figure 4.  Dunedin-received 1-minute average NWC amplitudes in June 2005 during a period 752 

in which NWC ceased transmitting for ~14 days. The circles indicate the times DEMETER 753 

nighttime orbits within 25º eastwards of NWC, while the crosses show orbits in which wisps 754 

were observed. 755 

 756 

 757 

Figure 5.  The effect of the NWC transmissions seen in the >100 keV electron observations 758 

from the POES spacecraft. The upper panel shows the sum of all the >100 keV electron counts 759 

from the MEPED 90 degree detector for the period 1 August -31 December 2007 when NWC 760 

was not operating. The lower panel shows the ratio between the period 1 Jan-31 May 2007 and 761 
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the upper panel. NWC was operating normally in the first half of 2007. [See the online version 762 

for the color version of this figure].  763 

 764 

 765 

Figure 6.  Examples of the relative electron flux enhancements for the four wisp events shown 766 

in Figure 3. The wisp enhancements are show relative to a reference background spectrum 767 

when NWC was not transmitting and no wisp enhancement was present. [See the online 768 

version for the color version of this figure].  769 

 770 

 771 
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 772 

Figure 7.  Variation with L of the first-order cyclotron resonant energy with waves of 19.8 kHz 773 

(black), and the plasmaspheric electron number density used in this calculation (dashed gray). 774 

The crosses mark the median L and energy for typical wisps as described in Table 2.  775 

 776 

 777 

 778 

Figure 8.  Examples of DEMETER IDP observations east of the VLF transmitter NPM at 779 

night. The left panel shows the typical situation where no wisp is present. The right panel 780 

shows a rare observation of a wisp likely generated by ducted transmissions from NPM. [See 781 

the online version for the color version of this figure]. 782 

 783 

 784 
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 785 

Figure 9.  Amplitude of received NAA whistler-mode signals arriving at Rothera (Antarctica) 786 

as a function of group delay time. The group delays which are typical of night time ducted 787 

propagation have L-values in the range L=1.6-2.6 (as shown by two horizontal dashed lines). 788 

Also shown on the plot are subionospheric mountain reflections, which have very little delay 789 

compared with the arrival time of the direct, subionospheric signal.  790 

 791 


